In light of the growing interest in the resource theory formulation of quantum mechanics, one of the key open questions concerns how one may convert one resource into another, similarly in spirt to what happens in classical thermodynamics. In this paper we show how this can be accomplished using the energy-preserving spin-boson model, which offers an ideal platform for processing quantum coherence of multiple qubits. We discuss the general exact solution for the dynamics of a system of N qubits collective phase-coupled to K bosonic modes. We then show that, by tuning the system-environment interaction one may use the bosonic modes to process the coherence in the qubit system. As a proof of principle, we show that local coherence of an initially product state can be consumed and converted into entanglement. Interestingly, this task requires no energetics, hence correspond to a purely informational process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been a growing effort in reformulating quantum information processing in terms of resource theories [1] . Examples of resources include entanglement [2] , purity [3, 4] , asymmetry [5, 6] , coherence [7, 8] , squeezing [9, 10] , non-Gaussianity [11] [12] [13] , contextuality [14] , athermality [15] [16] [17] and so on. The main goal in this approach is to identify the resources necessary for obtaining a quantum advantage. For instance, quantum computing and quantum communications usually require entanglement [18] and/or contextuality [19] , while quantum metrology may require radiation or spin squeezing [9, 10] .
These efforts naturally lead to the question of what are the processes allowing for these resources to be interconverted among each other. That is, what kinds of operations consume one resource to create another, similarly to how thermal engines consume heat to create useful work. This endeavor has recently been approached by a series of authors, which studied situations such as the conversion between local coherence and entanglement [20] [21] [22] [23] and athermality into coherence [24, 25] .
In this paper we shall be concerned with the question of how this type of resource interconversion may be carried out within the specific case of a system of qubits interacting with a common bosonic vacuum. Our goal is to show that by engineering the system-environment coupling it is possible to arbitrarily process the coherence of the global state. This therefore allows one to convert between local and global coherences (i.e. correlations). Quite interestingly, this can be engineered so as to occur without any energy/population changes in the system. Hence, it can be viewed as the limiting case of a purely informational process, with no energetics involved.
More specifically we consider a system of N qubits interacting with K bosonic modes by means of a spin-boson Hamiltonian [26, 27] of the form
In this formula σ i α are the Pauli matrices for the qubits, b k are the annihilation operators for the bosonic modes and λ i,k are their effective interaction. By tuning the λ i,k this model contemplates a large number of scenarios, from systems interacting locally with independent environments, to the case of a global environment mediating effective qubit-qubit interactions. This model is also a rare case of an exactly soluble open-system model and has already found diverse applications, from quantum computing [26] and non-classicality [28] to metrology [29] and biomolecular physics [30] . Moreover, it is well within reach of several quantum platforms, such as trapped ions [27] or superconducting qubits [31] .
The interaction term in (1) clearly singles out the computational basis as a preferred basis, inducing no population changes in it. Hence, the time evolution will only affect the quantum coherences. However, when the qubits interact with a common environment there will be, in addition to decoherence, an effective interaction between the qubits. As we show, this interaction is actually a time-dependent Ising interaction of the form σ i z σ j z . By tuning with the system-environment coupling strength one may then change the effective weight of the decoherence and interaction terms, thus allowing for full control over the processing of quantum coherence.
Our paper is divided as follows. First, in Sec. II we discuss the exact solution of a more general class of multi-qubit spinbosons models, that may also find applications elsewhere. The specialization to the model (1) is also discussed. Then, ins Sec. III and Sec. IV we discuss how this model can be used for processing coherence in the qubit global state. We focus, in particular, on the limiting cases in which the environment is composed of a single bosonic mode (Sec. III) and of an infinite number of modes with an ohmic spectral density (Sec. IV). Discussions and conclusions are then provided in Sec. V.
In this paper we consider the interaction of a system of N qubits (here depicted as atoms) with an environment composed of K bosonic modes (here depicted as harmonic oscillators). Our main goal is to show that by tuning the system-environment interactions one may use the bosonic modes as a tool for processing the quantum coherence in the qubits. More specifically, if the qubits are locally uncorrelated but with some degree of local coherence (image (b)), the local coherence may be consumed and completely transformed into global correlations (i.e. entanglement) between the qubits (image (c)).
where
is an arbitrary function of all σ i z operators. In the case of the Hamiltonian (1) we have
We henceforth always work in the interaction picture with respect to H S . Moreover, we shall employ the conventional spin notation for the qubit computational basis. That is, we define a variable σ = ±1 to denote the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of σ z according to σ z |σ = σ|σ . We then refer to the standard computational basis as |0 = |σ = +1 and |1 = |σ = −1 . The computational basis for the N qubit system is then denoted as |σ = |σ 1 , . . . , σ N .
The global system of S+B at any time t will be given by
Tracing over the bosonic modes we get a quantum operation for the spin system,
Since the Hamiltonian V is diagonal in the computational basis we may write
where V(σ) is an operator acting only on the space of the bosons.
That is, it is the same as Eq. (2), but with the operator f k (σ z ) replaced by the c-number f k (σ).
Using this fact, we find that the matrix elements of the quantum operation (5) become simply
the average being over the initial state ρ B (0). Note, in particular, that Λ t (σ, σ) = 0, so that the populations in the computational basis are not affected by the interaction with the bosons. Next, using the basic algebra of bosonic coherent states, one may show that
and
Substituting this result in Eq. (9) then yields
The first term is actually a unitary contribution and therefore corresponds to a time-dependent Lamb-shift. If we return to Eq. (8), this contribution will appear multiplying the initial state by e −iW(σ z ,t) (. . .)e iW(σ z ,t) . The second term in Eq. (13), on the other hand, is nothing but the characteristic function of the initial bosonic state. This therefore offers an interesting starting point for studying the effects of non-trivial Gaussian bosonic states. For our purposes, however, we shall focus on the case where the initial bosonic state is the vacuum, so that we get as our final result
This is therefore the most general formula for the dephasing rate in Eq. (8) . It holds for an arbitrary number of qubits, an arbitrary number of bosonic modes and arbitrary couplings.
A. Particular case: linear interactions
Now we specialize Eq. (14) to our original Hamiltonian (1) . That is, we choose f k (σ) as in Eq. (3). This then yields
We therefore see that a common environment induces an effective Ising interaction between the qubits, with timedependent coupling constant J i j (t). It is also worth noting that, if interpreted as matrices, M(t) must be positive semi-definite, whereas the same is not necessarily true for J i j (t). It is also interesting to note how J i j and M i j depend differently on time. For instance, suppose one wishes to minimize the dephasing and enhance the Ising interaction. Then this can be accomplished by reducing the λ ik while, at the same time, increasing the interaction time t. Conversely, taking λ ik large compared to the interaction time tends to favor decoherence. This therefore allows one to have substantial control over the processing of coherence, similarly to what is intended for quantum metrology protocols using coherence orders [32] .
B. Particular case: local environments
For the purpose of completeness, we also show how the results change in the case where each qubit only interacts with its own set of environmental modes. In this case we get J i j = M i j = 0 for i j. Moreover, since the terms with J ii never contribute anyway in Eq. (15), we get only a local dephasing term of the form
with k i representing the set of bosons which are interacting with qubit i. One notices that the damping introduced in Eq. (18) depends on a type of weighted average of coherence distances (σ i − σ i ) 2 , which represents how distant (in spin configuration) a certain diagonal element is. The decoherence over dramatically different spin states is therefore extremely large, which is in agreement with the arguments of einselection [33, 34] .
C. Evolution of the bosonic modes
Returning to the original unitary in Eq. (4) and tracing instead over the qubits one finds that the reduced states of the bosons will be given by
Using Eq. (10) then yields
The states of the bosons are therefore incoherent superpositions of coherent states. Thus, in additional to the development of qubit-boson correlations, the dynamics will also in general develop boson-boson correlations, which is a consequence of the fact that they are interacting with a common system. However, it is worth mentioning that for a finite number of qubits, this state will always be separable and hence P-representable [35] .
III. PROCESSING THE COHERENCE OF TWO QUBITS
For the purpose of concreteness, we now focus on the case of N = 2 qubits. We also assume that the two qubits start in a product state ρ S (0) = |ψ ψ| ⊗ |ψ ψ| where |ψ = cos( θ /2)|0 + sin( θ /2)|1 .
The open system map (8) can be viewed as taking the piecewise (Haddamard) product of the density matrix of two qubits by 
where J i j and M i j are given in Eqs. (16) and (17). This formula holds for an arbitrary number of activated bosonic modes (that is, modes k for which λ i,k 0). Notwithstanding, there are only four possible numbers that one may engineer, J 12 , M 11 , M 22 and M 12 . Moreover, these numbers are also not entirely independent since the matrix M(t) in Eq. (17) must be positive semi-definite, which imposes the constraint
In this section we shall focus on the case of a single bosonic mode (K = 1) coupled equally to both qubits, so λ i1 = λ. Eqs. (16) and (17) then simplify to
Since ω simply rescales the time units, the free parameters in the model are then λ and the initial angle θ. The case of multiple bosonic modes will be discussed below.
A. Evolution of quantum coherences
To quantify the coherence of a quantum state we employ either the -1 norm of coherence [8] 
or, equivalently, the relative entropy of coherence,
where S (ρ) = − tr(ρ ln ρ) and ∆(ρ) = i |i i|ρ|i i|. In both cases, |i refers to the basis in which coherence is defined. In our case this is naturally the computational basis, as it is this basis which is selected by the bosonic environment.
In Fig. 2 we present the evolution of the global [(a)-(d)] and local [(e)-(h)] quantum coherences in the system, comparing the -1 norm and the relative entropy of coherence. The behavior of quantities is qualitatively similar, with both oscillating in time, which is expected for a (highly non-Markovian) single-mode environment. Interestingly, for any choice of λ there are instants of time for which the local coherences are identically zero, while the same is never true for the global coherences.
B. Evolution of entanglement
We also study entanglement measures for the two qubits. The traditionally used quantifier in this case is the concurrence [2, 36] 
where λ i are the eigenvalues in decreasing order of
For our purposes, it is also interesting to compare the concurrence with a recently proposed measure known as correlated [37] (or distributed [38] ) coherence, whose goal is to capture the part of the quantum coherences which are ultimately responsible for quantum correlations. Given any bipartite system ρ AB , the correlated coherence is defined as the difference between the amount of coherence contained in the global state minus the coherences which are purely local:
where C 1 is given in Eq. (25) . Written in this way, C cc is still a basis dependent concept, whereas the concurrence is not. But this can be amended by choosing the incoherent bases |i in Eq. (26) as those which diagonalize ρ A and ρ B . That is, the basis sets where A and B are locally incoherent, so that only the first term in Eq. (28) survives. A comparison between the concurrence and the correlated coherence shown in Fig. 3 . Quite interestingly, we see that both behave quite similarly, with the correlated coherence functioning as a type of envelope for the concurrence.
C. Converting local coherences into entanglement
We now use the above concepts to study how the bosonic mode may transfer local coherence to entanglement. In Fig. 4 we compare the -1 norm of coherence (25) with the concurrence (27) for several values of λ. As can be seen, for large λ, where the dynamics is dominated by dephasing, the evolution usually has a strongly deleterious effect on the coherences with no corresponding gain in concurrence. However, as we reduce λ we enter a regime of nearly perfect conversion. That is, in which one reaches a maximum precisely when the other reaches a minimum (fully out-of-phase). It is also interesting to point out that, even though the conversion efficiency tends to improve by reducing λ, there are notwithstanding certain resonant effects. For instance, the conversion in Fig. 4(d) , for λ = 0.25, is much better than in Fig. 4(e) for λ = 0.2.
In Fig. 5 we repeat the analysis for a starting angle [cf. Eq. (21)] of θ = π/6, so that the initial state already has a much smaller amount of quantum coherence. Of course, in this case, the amount of entanglement generated is also proportionally smaller. However, and quite interestingly, one sees that in this case the conversion process is much more imperfect, except if one goes to extremely small values of λ. Notwithstanding, for sufficiently small λ one does recover a behavior similar to that of Fig. 4 .
IV. GENERALIZATION TO AN INFINITE NUMBER OF BOSONIC MODES
In the previous section we studied the case of an environment comprised of a single mode. To provide some contrast, we now analyze the opposite situation in which the qubits interact with an infinite number of bosonic modes, which is the more standard approach for dealing with open quantum systems. For simplicity, we assume that the coupling of each qubits to the modes are uniform so that λ ik = λ k , depends only on the boson k. Eqs. (16) and (17) then become
We now introduce the spectral density of the bath Fig. 4 but for an initial state (21) with θ = π/6 (that is, containing a much smaller amount of local coherence). leading to
For concreteness, we assume that the spectral density is Ohmic, of the form
where γ > 0 is a constant and ω c is the cut-off frequency.
In this case the integrals may be carried out exactly, leading to We therefore see that the decay rate in this case goes as t 2 and not linearly as in the usual dephasing model. This is a consequence of the fact that the bosons start in the vacuum. Thermal fluctuations usually destroy this effect and lead to a linear time dependence [39] . Another interesting point is that the Ising interacting strength in this case becomes timeindependent and of the order γω c .
Plots of the -1 norm of coherence and the concurrence are presented in Fig. 6 . As can be seen, in the case of an infinite environment the steady-state is always an incoherent state, so that for sufficiently long times one must necessarily loose all of both the local and global correlations. However, for intermediate times part of the local coherence will notwithstanding be converted into entanglement so that, at specific times, one still regains this notion of interconversion of resources.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have carried out a possible physical model for the processing of coherence in multi-qubit systems. This study was motivated by similar developments in classical thermodynamics, where one aims at understanding what kinds of processes can be used to convert one resource into another. Here we showed, as a proof of principle, how to convert local quantum coherence into entanglement. We have found that by tuning the system-environment interaction one may operate in regimes of perfect transfer. This research, in our view, is complimentary to recent studies, such as [20] [21] [22] [23] , in which one analyzes from a formal perspective the types of quantum operations that can convert coherence into entanglement. In our case, we have instead show that these operations may be carried out within a specific physical implementation.
